Lesson 18: Classes and Objects
Object-oriented programming
Python is an object-oriented programming language, which means that it
provides features that support object oriented programming (OOP). In objectoriented programming the focus is on the creation of objects which contain both
data and functionality together. We’ve already seen classes Turtle and worked
with them in lesson #12.

Below it is shown code that calculates rectangle perimeter and rectangle area
using class method (with Python).
Figure below shows visually class Rectangle and two objects: object 1 and
object 2 that are components of created class. Our goal: to calculate perimeter
and area of two objects r1 and r2. First object is a rectangle named as r1 with a
width=10 and a height=5, second object r2 has a width=20 and a height=11.
Fig. 1

Code for calculation is shown below

1. Example #1

Let’s explain basic structure of the code, that uses classes and objects concept.
You need to start with the class keyword to indicate that you are creating a
class, then you add the name of the class (in our case Rectangle) and colon (:)
[line #2]. Remember: the class is just for defining the Rectangle, not actually
creating instances of individual rectangles with specific width and height; we’ll
get to that shortly.
In the class body [lines #4-15], you need to declare attributes(parameters),
methods (of calculation in our case), and constructors.
Attribute:
The attribute is a member of the class. Our rectangle code has two attributes
(parameters): width and height. All classes create objects, and all objects contain
characteristics called attributes (In our case class-Rectangle and objects-r1, r2,
which is shown in Fig 1)
Method:
The method of class is similar to a normal function but it is a function of class, in
order to use it, you need to call through object. The first parameter of the method
is always self (a keyword that refers to the class itself).
Constructor:

Constructor is used to create an object. Constructor assigns values of the
parameter to the properties of the object that will be created. You can only define
a constructor in class. The task of constructors is to initialize (assign values) to
the data members of the class when an object of class is created. In Python the
__init__() method is called the constructor and is always called when an object is
created. The first parameter of the constructor is always self (a keyword refers to
the class itself). If the class is not defined by the constructor, Python assumes that
it inherit constructor of parent class.
NOTE: You will never have to call the __init__() method; it gets called
automatically when you create a new ‘Rectangle’ instance.
Result of the code, which calculates rectangle parameters is shown below

Similar we can add to our code an object r3 with the following parameters
width=52, height =7. Code and result of calculation looks like:

2. Example #2

3. Example#3 (Circle Calculation with classes concept)

4. Example #4(Circle Calculation with classes concept and input data)

Output:

Program Explanation
1. User must enter the value of radius.
2. A class called circle is created and the __init__() method is used to
initialize values of that class.
3. A method called as area returns math.pi*(self.radius**2) which is the
area of the class.
3. Another method called perimeter returns 2*math.pi*self.radius which is
the perimeter of the class.
5. An object for the class is created.
6. Using the object, the methods area() and perimeter() are called.
7. The area and perimeter of the circle is printed.
Below it is shown an example that allows to combine turtle GUI (graphic
user interface) with class concept. We create code to draw circle with some
certain parameters

5. Example #5 (combine turtle GUI and class method)

Program Explanation
1. First three lines are common for turtle class which comes with Python soft
Line #4 creates Circle subclass with turtle.
2. X and Y position of the circle on the plane are the parameters of the class
Circle. Also, parameters of the Circle class are radius and color.
3. Line #14 allows to communicate turtle commands with class Circle
declared with line #6.
4. Lines #16-22 determine main turtle commands, which are known from the
previous lessons.
5. Line #24 specifies object circle with certain parameters.
We can add any numbers of circle objects to the end of this code, for example,

6. Example #6

Output Result:

7. Example #7 (Drawing: rectangle, circle, pentagon, and square using class
concept)
Output Result

Code for example #7

8. Example #8 (Using Class function together with ondrag function)

Code:

Presented code contains class Boy (lines #8-16). These lines determine boy body
parts, that are uploaded to the program with images (.gif file extension). Lines
#18-23 are the turtle objects (head, body, left leg, right leg, left hand and right
hand). Lines 25-27 include ondrag function for all boy body parts. So, we can
create boy from five body parts.

Result:

